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RINGKASAN : Modul kualiti proses (PQM) telah digunakan bagi mengkaji aliran
pengeluaran dan kecacatan kualiti bersepadu dalam industri kipas dan penghembus.
PQM mengandungi tujuh modul dan ia menerangkan kesemua pendekatan yang
diperlukan bagi kejuruteraan semula. Tiga langkah yang pertama ada/ah langkah
pememulaan yang direka untuk di/aksanakan sekali sekala. Langkah pertama adalah
untuk mengenal pasti proses, teknologi dan tugasan yang dijalankan. Langkah
seterusnya ialah mengenal pasti pelanggan dan keperluan, kemahuan dan persepsi
mereka. Langkah ketiga adalah mentakrif kualiti kerana ia berkaitan dengan proses
yang dikaji. Empat /angkah terakhir PQM direka bentuk bagi memudahkan
penambahbaikan berterusan dan kawalan proses, dan seterusnya /angkah ini
dilaksanakan dengan kerap. la bermula dengan mengenalpasti ukuran prestasi kualiti.
Penilaian mengenai proses semasa dan penentuan piawai kualiti telah diikuti dengan
penambahbaikan proses. Akhirnya proses tersebut perlu dikawal dan dipantau.
Pendekatan PQM ditafsirkan untuk industri ini dan pengubahsuaian yang perlu dibuat.
Langkah dan kaedah yang digunakan bagi melaksanakan dibincangkan dan direkodkan.

Kata kunci : Modu/ kualiti proses, kipas dan penghembus, kejuruteraan semula

ABSTRACT : The process quality module (PQM) was used to investigate the flow of
production and the incorporated quality shortcomings in fans and blowers industry.
PQM contains seven modules and it outlines all the approaches needed for
reengineering. The first three steps are initialisation steps designed to be executed
infrequently. The first step is to identify process, technology, and tasks being performed.
The next step is to identify the customers and their requirements, expectations, and
perceptions. The third is to define quality as it pertains to the process of interest. The
last four steps of the PQM are designed to facilitate continuous improvement and process
control, and thus they are executed frequently. It starts by identifying quality performance
measures. Evaluation of the current process and setting of quality standards is followed
by the improvement of the process. Finally the process must be controlled and monitored.
PQM approach is interpreted for this industry and necessary modifications are made.
The steps and methods used to implement are discussed and recorded.
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INTRODUCTION
The fan and blower industry manufactures industrial fans and blowers to control the movement
of the air in large buildings or as sub-assembly for air conditioning industries. The industry
started with a standard fan type that can be divided into two groups: centrifugal and axial fans.
Centrifugal fan sucks or blows the air using the centrifugal force generated by the rotation of
a wheel while axial fan directs the air in right angle with its blades (Munson et al., 2002). A
typical industry has five or six main types of fans. Each type can be further divided into different
models and specification. Further divisions are obtained by having combination of models to
suit customer needs. Even the standard fan can be modified to suit customers' specification.
In view of above facts, the authors studied the reengineering of the fans industry to improve
the production flow and minimise the possibility of inherent quality shortcomings.
The PQM is implemented in this environment by following the necessary steps outlined in
Beamon and Ware (1998).

MODULE 1: DEFINE THE PROCESS AND ACTIVITIES BEING PERFORMED
The overall flow of the production and the layout of the shop floor are scrutinised.
Overall flow of the production
Sales department computes the customer request into selection software to get the right fan
to be manufactured. The department is provided with detailed information regarding the fans.
The fan selection computer program details all the air capacity and fan noise level that are
produced. Marketing agents have to take the information available to consider the right fan
that is needed for the customer. The customer's specific needs are noted and conveyed to the
engineering department for further clarification. The engineering department discusses with
process engineers to determine the availability of tools, process specification for the modification
of fans and experiment further to determine that the fans are the right ones. They then create
the bills of materials (BOM) and sends them to production. BOM is issued and costing
determined for the price of the product. After this the BOM is sent to production that directs
purchasing department to procure any material that is not in its store. Production prepares the
necessary purchase requests for new items and gets ready for production. Purchasing finds
the necessary items for production and liaises with engineering to determine specification.
After production has received the materials from purchasing, the incoming quality control
inspector checks the items. After inspection, production goes ahead with the fan assembly.
When all the set-ups are ready production starts. Packaging is then done, the fans are loaded
and finally sent to customer.
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Shop floor set-up of the production
The shop floor consists of nine sections. Sections are stand-alone units of process that perform
their own unique task using certain machines, tools or method. Suppliers play a role in the
process, so they are considered in the set-up. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the shop floor and
its different sections.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the shop floor and its sections

Simple issuance of work order and BOM determine the process set-up of the company to its
operators. The engineering department starts the whole process by specifying the specification,
amount, material type and BOM of the fans that was given by sales department. The information
is passed to production manager, who notifies purchasing department to avail all the materials
(if lacking). Along the way production or purchasing consults engineering department for further
review of any specification that need to be changed to satisfy their requirements.
Warehouse operators take all the right equipment to production. The production planner
analyses and creates work orders to be issued. The inspected items are taken out and
distributed to the separate sections to be assembled. Wrong storage and improper maintenance
can lead to rusting and loss of items.
Wheel section consists of 3 main machines, which creates different wheels to be assembled.
In a single day, about 100 wheels are produced and tested for reliability. The rejects can be
due to bad handling by operators, wrong type of parts issued or defect items during transport
from warehouse.
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Metal work does the job of welding heavy fans that need to be sent for painting or hot dip jobs.
Less errors are expected because only specific parts come and the operators are used to all
of them. Errors can be due to non-conforming parts, operators over confidence or machine
defects.
The assembly section assembles all the parts into one complete fan. Half of the operator
force works in this section. Tube casing is the process of making big tubes out of flat sheet
metal. It is a simple one step process. The diameter of the tube needs to be accurate and the
process is automated, thus errors are few and can be corrected. Later the tube is fitted with
other items to be made into a fan.
Each fan or blower type goes through the different sections during production. Work order
forms issued by production manager control all the work processes. Completed fans are sent
to testing department, which has the necessary specification from engineering department
regarding the performance of the fans. They ensure that the fans have been made in correct
condition and rotate well according to the motor specification.
After testing, the fans are sent to finished goods section using forklifts and trolleys. Here the
products are packaged with cartons, plastic wrappers or other items (according to customer
instructions).
Engineering department monitors all the processes to ensure they are working well. The
operators are free to consult the department for any information or confirmation.

MODULE 2: IDENTIFY CUSTOMERS AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS , AND
PERCEPTIONS
A period of one month is given to each head of department to sum up issues he faces in his
daily work. He is at liberty to send one report per week to engineering department spearheading
the quality system. The result after one month of report is as follows (Table 1).
After analysing the comments from the departments, a problem statement is made to tackle
the issue further. These statements are issued after several discussions and meetings with
operators, managers and through personal observation (Table 2).
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Table 1. Summary of comments from head of department
The Production

•

•
•
•
•
•
The Engineering

Many items in the store were wrongly labeled, resulting in production'delay
as the parts need verification from Engineering.
Sales have unrealistic deadlines that cannot match our performance, causing
late deliveries
The fans are custom made, thus new fans do not have proper working
procedures from the Engineering.
The QC inspectors inspect only finished product, thus any non-conformance
is detected after the manufacturing.
No record of any rejected processes, thus the tendency of repetition .
Sometimes specifications given to produce certain items do not conform to
process, resulting in delay.

•

Data from all the suppliers are sketchy and sometimes inaccurate.
No records of supplier reject to accepted ratio .
There is only one QC inspector that oversees the whole process thus
overwhelming him.
• At least 100 different parts with different specification that warrants a super
memory to inspect.
Data from sales are not complete whenever a new design has to be
manufactured.
• Passing of information to operators regarding any special design that is out of
normal procedure is usually mis-communicated.
• · Records of important documents such as drawings, tolerances, specifications,
BOM records are not in order.

•
•

•

The Sales

The Purchase

•
•

Products not delivered on time thus making the customer unhappy.
Low performance of products (usually new designs) that incurs cost in rework
or service.

•
•

Emergency sending of products that incurs waste in cost.
Low support from Engineering to provide the right documentation on new
purchase orders such as drawings and tolerances.

Table 2. Summary of problem statements derived from comments of heads of department
The Production

•
•

•
The Engineering

•
•

The Sales
The Purchasing

Lack of streamlining in the store and incoming material creates confusion
for the assembly.
Production operators' lack of knowledge in products hampering their efforts
to create built-in quality.
The lack of avenue to voice out any ideas or criticism that can improve their
workmanship.
Lack of streamlining in data that concerns product, which includes drawings,
machine specification, Bills of Materials, supplier specification and work
procedure.
Quality Control inspectors are not equipped with enough information to
perform a reasonable check.

•
•

Lack of means to overcome technical knowledge poverty.
Ignorance on appropriate deadline on product delivery.

•

Lack of support from Engineering whenever new designs are in place .
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MODULE 3: DEFINE QUALITY
The mission statement of the production plant follows the statement of the parent company,
which is stated below:

'Committed to produce and deliver reliable, safe and high performance products.'
MODULE 4: IDENTIFY CURRENT QUALITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The plant keeps a reject report of all fans that were sent back by the customers. Operators
kept the documents of in house rejects or non-conformance but this is not enforced tightly.
Usually the knowledge of any errors, improvements or innovations is not documented. This
results in recurrence of the same problems although it was solved in the past.
The incoming inspector keeps reject reports of any supply material. This is often used to
justify getting discounts from suppliers.

MODULE 5: EVALUATE CURRENT PROCESSES AND SET QUALITY STANDARDS
The evaluation is conducted for the production (which contains eight different sections),
engineering/quality control department, quality inspectors and finished goods section under
sales department.

Evaluation of the sections
A suitable analysis is needed to find out the sections that cause the most non-conformances.
The monthly reject records for the months of September 2001 and February 2002 were collected
to create a Pareto chart. From these documents 104 cases were documented. The type of
rejects was classified into the sections that caused the non-conformances. The purpose of
the Pareto chart is to identify the main sections with wrongful process and collect data using
different perspectives.
The total cost of the entire non-conformance situation is calculated by using company formula:
Cost= Cost of scrap (S) + lost labour hour (L) + overhead (0) (1)
Each report can offer different situations that can make it difficult to compute the cost. The
situations that can happen are:
• Scrap: the whole part is thrown, thus incurring all S, Land 0.
• Rework from supplier: no scrap, lost labour and overhead thus incurring S=O, Land 0.
• Waived for use: no scrap but waiting period to receive waive order from Engineering,
thus incurring S=O, Land 0 .
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Each situation is analysed in detail to put any additional cost that can occur thus giving an
almost accurate figure of the total cost. The labour hour that is lost is arbitrarily inputted from
experience and estimation. Some of the non-conformances that happen in the shop floor
originated from errors made by engineering department, suppliers and warehouse operators.
The quality control section is under engineering, so it is grouped with it. The nature, reasons
and subsequent actions that were taken are also documented. So the Pareto chart takes into
account these cases as well. Some of the cases cannot be traced to its section of origin, thus
categorising them under 'Unknown'. These nine different causes are analysed. The resultant
Pareto charts are obtained and displayed in Figure 2. The legends for the Pareto charts are
given in Table 3.
Table 3. Legends for the Pareto charts
Supplier:

Sup

Testing:

Assembbly:

Ass

Engineering/Quality Control:

EG/QC

Wheel:

Whe

Finished Goods:

FGS

Tes

Metal works:

Met

Warehouse:

WH

Tube casing:

Tub

Unknown:

Unk

Press machine:

Pre

Figure 2(a).

Figure 2{b).
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Figure 2(c).
Figure 2. The Pareto charts

Inferences from these charts:
1) Supplier (Sup):
• Suppliers are the biggest cause of delay and inspection time. They are provided with the
right drawings to enable them to work on the items needed. So a right motive of supplier
education should be taken to overcome this problem.
2) Assembly (Ass):
• Errors committed are few and wasted time is also less. But this can be explained by the
"hurry up mentality' to finish work before the deadline. It is also noted that assembly
uses the most direct input from suppliers.
3) Wheel (Whe):
• The rejects in wheels are more stable suggesting a repeating cause or causes. The
cause can be clarified by further investigations.
4) Metal work (Met):
• The rejects that are committed can be caused by operators. Further investigations revealed
that the wrong equipment were used to weld the parts.
5) Tube casing (Tub):
• This process is a high-tech process that will never be undertaken unless close and
repeated clarification is made. This explains the nil values of its rejects.
6) Press machine (Pre):
• It is a simple process of following the jig thus no errors can occur unless the jigs are
wrong.
7) Testing (Tes):
• It is a process of hooking up the fans to power supply thus no error should be recorded.
But the presence of errors indicates that the operators are the main culprits.
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8) Warehouse (WH):
• It has a simple job of storing and sending out parts to be used. Errors are due to poor
maintenance only. Thus upgrading of maintenance should eliminate their contribution to
the Pareto chart.
9) Finish Goods Store (FGS):
• The nature of the work, which is to wrap up and send, does not permit much rejects
because the items have come through so many layers. Nevertheless, a certain control
over here should be implemented.
• A separate analysis for this section is documented because of its importance.
10) Engineering/Quality Control (EG/QC):
• Wrong specification causes have been avoided which shows that the procedures in the
department are well organised.
Incoming quality Inspectors analysis
In engineering department, there is the quality control section, which has its own inspectors.
An analysis is also needed about how they operate, what are the documents they use and
their synergy with other departments. After that, the conditions in which they can fail their
duties are identified and taken note.
Engineering department analysis
As stated this department performs the most important tasks by analysing and trouble-shooting
the production. Thus an evaluation of the department is needed. All the technical information
is kept in the form of drawings and supplier catalogues. After an order is received from Sales,
detailed study of manufacturability is needed for production. As the fan types are immense
(about 100 standard and 200 modified types), different details are needed to produce the
necessary BOM, extra drawings and calculations. Once these details are done they will be
kept for future use. Drawings are not categorised and proper procedure to return the information
to sales is non-existent.
Supplier catalogues do not provide accurate information or not updated thus creating ordering
problems. The records of new fans are usually not complete and poor in quality. All this delays
production causing a bottleneck. Production meanwhile hangs on the rule that without
Engineering Department's approval it cannot continue its production. The cause and effect
diagram (Figure 3) details the problems faced by this department.
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Figure 3. Cause and effect diagram of engineering department

Finished goods section analysis
The finished goods section under the Sales department controls the final arrangements for
the departure of the product. The packaging can be done in 3 different ways, which are carton
box, plastic package or pallet packing. The details of the packaging are usually left to operators
according to their convenience. But the problem arises when selected customers want their
products to be covered in a specific way. Usually the detail is not conveyed correctly to the
packaging operator. Thus haphazard packaging occurs in which the customers will not be
satisfied.

MODULE 6: IMPROVE PROCESS
These actions are taken after much discussion, group work, reading and lessons from
experiences.

MS Access database system
Creating a database using MS Access which has all the information of dimension, drawing
and critical measurement for approximately 500 raw materials, complete fans or other necessary
materials, needs careful attention. Let us take two fans that are called Fan Alpha and Beta.
The main fan and its BOM are part numbered (Table 4).
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Table 4. Part number and BOM of Alpha and Beta fans
Alpha Fan
LevelO
Level 1
Level2
Level2
Level2
Level3
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level1
Level1
Level2
Level2
Level 1
Level2
Level2

Beta Fan
LevelO
Level1
Level2
Level2
Level2
Level3
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level2
Level2
Level 1
Level2
Level2
Level 1

2300: Fan Alpha
2301 : Alpha Wheel
3311: Blade 12/6
3312: Disc 56/6
3313: Hub 25/4 machine
4315: Hub 25/4
2302: Side Plate Alpha Right
2303: Side plate Alpha Left
2304: Motor 5 horse power
2305: Shaft 750mm length
2306: Side Frame Alpha Left
3314: Bearing Support Alpha
3315: Frame Alpha
2306: Side Frame Alpha Right
3314: Bearing Support Alpha
3315: Frame Alpha

5300: Fan Beta
5301 : Beta Wheel
3311: Blade 12/6
3312: Disc 56/6
5313: Hub 30/4 machine
5315: Hub 30/4
2302: Side Plate Alpha Right
2303: Side plate Alpha Left
2304: Motor 5 horse power
5305: Shaft 900mm length
5306: Side Frame Beta Left
5314: Bearing Support Beta
5315: Frame Beta
5306: Side Frame Beta Right
5314: Bearing Support Beta
5315: Frame Beta
6601: Bearing SYT 60

The BOM database is shown in Figure 4. It can provide information on:
• the assembly method of the fan production operators because the BOM is clearly shown
• the materials that warehouse should give to the production staff
• specification of a complete fan for sales
• pictures and drawings of any material used, complete fans or any other necessary items
• the part number, which is crucial for record keeping
• availability of modifications on the existing fan
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Figure 4. The MS Access database in the order of BOA
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By the click of the mouse in the necessary boxes, the information about the subject will appear
thus saving a lot of time in reference and cross-reference of the item. Its function varies from
giving the right critical dimensions for the incoming inspector, providing ordering dimensions
for the purchasing department, giving fan dimension information for the Sales department, let
the engineering department know about the items functions, settling the storing categories for
the warehouse operators and many more. The database can also be manipulated to create a
picture format that can be distributed around the factory for later use. Figure 5 shows an
example of the picture.

Figure 5. MS Access database displaying how a technical drawing is derived from
the database

Creation of necessary forms
Forms are needed to keep record of the various information that are travelling around the
system; the criteria for the forms should be simplistic in nature, limits the burden to the people
who fill them and provides all the necessary information to the next customer. The forms are
also designed to satisfy all the findings from previous discussions.
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Creation of education and training for operators
Education program for all operators are undertaken for one month. All the operators are told
that they can inform all the non-conformance that they encounter via the Reject Report form.
Any enquiries regarding this issue will not be entertained if the operators come without the
form.

Incoming items quality check
The present incoming quality inspector does not follow any valid quality checking criteria. The
incoming materials vary from a single piece material to 1O 000 units at one time. Checking on
this various number of items can create confusion and defects or non-conformance can creep
into the production. Thus Military Standard 105-D is taught to the incoming inspector to handle
the various materials that will pass by him.

Rearranging the warehouse
The complexities of 10 000 different items that can comprise unit pieces ranging from one to
2 000 used in the production is felt more by the warehouse operators. They cannot seem to
differentiate the categories of items that they are handling increasing the possibilities of
delivering the wrong item to production.

Rearranging supplier and engineering information
The engineering department plays the most critical role of providing all the right information
production to use. The information that needs to be sent must be supported with the right
supplier specification. For example, engineering calculation can yield that pulley SPZ diameter
224mm with taper lock bush of diameter 24mm can be used for a certain fan. This information
will be passed to purchase but local supplier might not have these items. Thus time is wasted
to recalculate and production suffers a hold because of this oversight. Thus a complete list or
engineering requirements is done and sent to purchasing department.

The new process flow
The process reengineering must complement the manufacturing supply chain of the company.
Process is not a stand-alone unit of production as stated by Krajewski and Ritzman (1999).
After careful consideration and scrutiny, the flow in shop floor must be changed to accommodate
the recent improvements. So it is set to a flowchart that is shown in Figure 6.
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MODULE 7: CONTROL AND MONITOR PROCESS
The purpose of this move is to standardise the solution and to provide positive control of
authority. Recent research has shown that one key area for improvement in most manufacturing
companies is the manufacturing process control function (Little et al., 1996). Every key factor
must be given the correct authorisation. The key factors are few and quite controllable.

CONCLUSION
From this study, it can be concluded that PQM is a suitable method for quality improvement in
fan and blower industry. This method seems able to become an alternative to other established
quality improvement method like quality function deployment (QFD) and failure mode and
effect analysis (FMEA).
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